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The dream to big GT
"to fish big fish"
I plans to lose nobody in ardent love of wanting to fish big fish. It may be disappointed about writing from now on being too
fundamental. It is because training of not a thing like a health drink with swift attack nature but the honest body and pursuit of
maintenance, technique, or fishing tackle are called for.
The word "sprit-strength-technique" is in sumo wrestling. When it is going to aim at and fish big fish, these three elements become
important. Although it is introduction and a natural thing, it is foundations that the body is healthy for "big fish being aimed at."
Further, the body is trained by training etc. and to maintain is required. For example, you never miss training of a common muscle for
the instantaneous power for throwing lure and a prolonged fight. You must also consider the muscles used by marine lure fishing (they
are GT, an amberjack, and tunas by jigging or casting) so that training of the player of land and a weight raising may be different.
"Technique” can be divided into two." One is Body technology such as casting and a fight, and other is fishing tackle. As for body
technology, you are good to often study the video (one's favorite style) of important figure fishing, and to carry out a repetitive
simulation. Please remember that time, supposing you have encountered big fish. Moreover, you have not encountered yet need to
imagine, looking at the video regarded as this.
Next, the rod suitable for yourself is chosen. (However, it changes by physical strength, improvement in body technology, or fall.)
You will also be good to consult with the salesclerk of a fishing tackle store who can trust it, if you are difficult to choose suitable rod
for yourself. What you must be careful of a rod is the same as that of a bat, if it says on baseball. As you can’t sway too heavy bat,
a too hard rod becomes the origin of an injury. If you are a beginner, you are good choice for slight shortness and a soft rod than you
consider ideal rod. And reasonableness is not in your body.
giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp
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If you fish big fish with you use the rod of the exaggerated power which does not suit the body, an angler's own damage is
unfathomable. And since it will drag big fish by boat, big fish also dies more often. It becomes “body at death” as used in the field of
sumo wrestling. Even if it catches special big fish, insipidness remains in your heart. Probably the shortcut to big fish will you don’t
choose impossible rod.
Moreover, the length of a rod is also important. Let's assume "the principle of a lever" of the fulcrum, the emphasis, and the acting
point learned in time of the science of an elementary school with a fight with a fish. A bat end is Fulcrum A, the position of an angler's
hand is Emphasis B, and the pole point is the acting point C (strictly speaking fish which is in the direction of the line extended from
there).
When drug setting power is F, the power R which an angler supports by B points is distance-in-a-straight-line between AC÷
between distance-in-a-straight-line /AB x F in the state where the rod has bent.
formula R = AC / AB x F
It explains simply. Let's consider a rod in the state where it stood to some extent For example, that drug setting power is 5kg, the
distance from a bat end to the tip is 1m 50cm, the distance from a bat end to the position of a hand is 50cm, Load to your hand is
applied 15kg. Calculation of 30kg is realized in 10kg drag.
In practice, although it changes by the moment of power, a resultant and the angle of the line from the tip, the angle of a rod, the fight
method, etc., it becomes so advantageous that distance of a fulcrum and an acting point will be shortened if it says roughly. If this is
transposed to a rod, although it will become a short rod or a soft rod, the performance of a rod is more complicated involving the
elastic power which a rod has.
If it is 10kg of reel drug setup of the rod which appeared in the example, to an angler, 30kg uncanny load will attack at the moment
of a fish being caught. If you caught big fish, since this load will continue a long time, an angler receives a remarkable damage. That is,
the power of fight with fish (ability) = drug setting (power) x fight time (time which you applied power with a fish). Since big fish is
strong, fight time becomes long. That is, probably, it will be good to utilize, when your lifting capability and self-sustaining time are
calculated and face to face is stood against big fish.
Moreover, it becomes the fish from which the same big fish is also different by whether it brings near by the boat, or it drags about
by the boat, or the boat is stopped.
In order to fish big fish, since natural conditions, such as a kind (swims in a sea surface or dive or fly) of power of a fish, depth of water,
existence of structure, a wind, and tide, are also considered.
So, if you want to remain recollections of fight with fish, you need to discerned your own physical strength potential calmly and you
need compensate insufficient part with training.
The drug arrangement and rod suitable for themselves are a relation unseparable even if it cuts. Aiming at and fishing big fish is
analyzing one's capability scientifically, choosing a tackle and raising physical potential by training.
.And you are going to fish to the place in which big fish's is actually present after you.polishe the technology captured in your own
favorite fight theory.
Then everything but "sprit-strength-technique" -- an element with mental "fate, intuition, and root", and “topography of ocean
floor, temperature, the weather, tide, and time," -- the earth physical element, and cooperation of the fishing friend and the capability
of the boat also including a captain's ability itself are also added.
When they unify, you can fish big fish.
If you don’t take care about superfluous training when you train, the body will be broken on the contrary.
The foundations of the present training hurt their muscular cell, and it has placed for the purpose of recovering it and making it
stronger muscles. Therefore, I recommend beginning, after consulting with the trainer of a gym. Let's do not make training extremely
strong from the start, but it should aim at improvement gradually.
The same of the word "Unreasonableness is a prohibited thing." is said of the training of big fish fishing.
Moreover, also by casting or jigging when you carry out fishing usually, if you carry out preparing breathing (you breath out when
putting in power, and breathing is not stopped), even light lure can train inner muscle(small muscles inside bodily).
This time, I think that having forgotten to write will write to some opportunities.
When big fish is caught, I distinguish two, a hot portion and a calm portion, clearly, and make them live together in the head. I pull
out the capability of bodily muscles in a hot portion, and do exact directions and time management in a calm portion. And I am in
contact with many big fish. In order to fish the big fish which is not understood when it encounters, it is not necessary to say that
there is maintenance of the posture and physical strength potential to daily fishing indispensably. The efforts to honest "body,
technique, tackle" are just the shortcuts that fish big fish.
Suzuki Fumio -an extract from the Janualy 03’ number of magazine “salt world” –

⊿FB-90 SideMirror price ¥9.800- 26cm × 126g
6 colors all Blue Black Pink Black＆Black Black+Blue Flower
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⊿１０-４５

Size
200
160
110
90
80
70
60
50
45

50 60 70 80 90 110 160 200

weight
ｇ
195
160
120
110
105
100
75
60
50

Sinking weight
ｇ

160
145

70

ｃｍ
240
240
230
220
215
210
180
170
160

EX Hook
（ST66＆KG120）
KG120・6/0 ST66＆76・5/0
KG120・6/0 ST66＆76・5/0
ST66・4/0
ST66・3/0＆4/0
ST66・3/0＆3/0
ST66・3/0＆3/0
ST66・2/0＆3/0
ST66・2/0
ST66・1/0～2/0

Price
￥10.100￥9.980￥8.280￥8.190￥8.080￥8.080￥6.810￥6.120￥5.760-

01 Ultra-Merlene
02 Blue 03 Tuna Blue
04 Blue Pink 05 Green & Pink
06 Pink
07 Orange 08 Happy Yellow
09Maziora
10 Ping Head & Tuna Blue 11 Redhead & MazioraS 12 Ultra-Merlene Stripe
13 Blue 14 Tuna BlueStripe
15 Blue & Pink Stripe 16 Green & Pink Stripe
17 Pink Stripe
18 Orange Stripe 19 Yellow Stripe 20 Maziora Stripe
21
Tuna Blue & Galt Stripe 22 Maziora & Galt Stripe
23 Ultra-Merlene Flying Fish
24 Brune Flying Fish
25 Tuna Blue Flying Fish
26 Maziora Flying Fish
27 Pink Flying Fish
28 Pink Beef Fat &゛ Tuna Blue Flying Fish
29 Redhead & Maziora Flying Fish
30 Ultra-Merlene mackerel
31 Blue mackerel
32 D・Blue mackerel
33 Blue & Pink mackerel
34 Green & Pink mackerel
35 Pink M
36 Orange mackerel
37 Happy Yellow mackerel
38 Maziora mackerel l39 Red mackerel
40 Pink Blue mackerel41 Blue Sardine
42 Maziora Sardine
43 Pink Sardine
44 Yellow Sardine
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⊿４＆⊿５-140FWT

Size
⊿４-110
⊿４-９０
⊿４-８０
⊿４-６０
⊿５-140FWT
⊿５-140FRW
⊿５-170SWT

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

Weight
ｇ
130
120
100
65
140
140
170 ｼﾝｷﾝｸﾞ

ｃｍ
235
220
210
190
250
250
250

EX Hook
（ST66＆KG120）
ST66・4/0＆5/0
ST66・3･0＆4/0
ST66・3･0
ST66・2･0＆3･0
KG120・6/0 ST66・5/0
KG120・6/0 ST66・5/0
KG120・6/0 ST66・5/0

Price
￥8.280￥7.230￥7.130￥6.810￥7.030￥7.030￥7.030-
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Jackal130Long￥7.480-（130ｇ）

Jackal160Long￥7.590-（160ｇ） Jackal200Long￥8500-（200ｇ）

■ Option Aluminum foil completion +￥2.000- size under70 + \1.500-
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ＣＲＡＺＹ

ＳＷＩＭＭＥＲ
FISHERMAN
It is the master lure which completed many
records in the sea in the world. The actual
result has been many anglers' tradition.
A slide on either side is repeated doing the
float & dive of only by turning a rod
downward and pulling it straight, while a
plug pulls a bubble automatically. A target
is invited by this preeminent swim action.
It seems that especially huge GT will be
charmed by why crazy swimmer.
FISHERMAN
■ All Popper of FISHERMAN is made
from the highest-class cypress from
Kumano.
■ No tree of tropical rain forests is used.

■ Option Aluminum foil completion +￥2.000- size under70 + \1.500Size
Price
Size
Price

170
￥6.01070
4.200-

150
￥5.89065
￥4.000-

110

105

100

￥5,890￥5.200￥4.97050
30
20
￥3.350￥3.230￥3.230Common color of lure 08

100Long

90

￥4.97010
￥2.890-

￥4.7407
￥2.780-

80
￥4.500-

01blue kawakawa
02blue mackerel 03 blue & pink mackerel 04 blue yellow mackerel 05 orange mackerel 06pink mackerel
07green pink mackerel 08 sky blue with wing 09 black blue with wing 10 blue& pink with wing 11blue & yellow with wing
12 green & pink with wing 13 pink with wing 14 orange with wing 15 black with wing 16 red head black with wing 17 fireworks with wing
18 marble with wing 19 yellow & blue with wing 20pink & blue with wing 21 orange zebra gros with wing 22red head yellow with wing

■ Option Aluminum foil completion +￥2.000- size under70 + \1.500giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp
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ＢＩＧ
Size
Price

ＭＯＵＴＨ
170
150

￥6.840-

ＬＯＮＧ

￥6.610-

ＰＥＮ

PAT No.3102480
20
￥3.360-

The Big Mouth nicknamed “Ｐｏｐｐｉｎｇ +
Crazy Swimmer” demonstrates power on
the severe point conditions which a high
wave and a high wind are blowing. The
outstanding stability and outstanding low
cycle big sound & swim charm huge GT
especially
■ color …refer to the salt color chart
■ 170-220ｇ 150-150ｇ 20-20ｇ
FISHERMAN
Common color of lure 08

170・130・120・110・100・90・80・65・50・30・25・20・10
Pencil Popper who aims at GT by short pumping by the rod
work. Short pumping theory is based on inviting a fish by light
popping of the lure which will occur if rod
tip is raised and it sobs small. Since air resistance is small,
the long cast is possible
■color…refer to the salt color chart
■Weight is not the same as size.
Example: 170-220ｇ

170-175ｇ 130-140ｇ 120-150ｇ 110-145ｇ 100-130g 25-30ｇ 20-25ｇ
Size
Price
Size
Price

170

130ＢＢ

120

110

￥6.61065
￥5.000-

￥6.73050
￥4.200-

￥7.37030
￥3,820-

￥7.12025
￥3,820-

100(ウイン
グ)
￥6.35020
￥3,820-

80
￥5.21010
￥3,820-

■ Option Aluminum foil completion +￥2.000- size under70 + \1.500giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp
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Ｓ-ＰＯＰ

250・200・170・１７０BH・150・１５０BH short・120・110・100・50・30
Popper that pumping from short pump to big pump with
various kinds you can operate easily. If you will pull a rod
upwards, it is short pump. If you will give a strong pull a rod
sideways, it is stuck in an obtuse angle in the sea ,.with it is
big pump.It appeals intensely with the sound splash which the
cup of a front makes!
Common color of lure 08
■ Weight is not the same as size.
For example… 170-220g

★ 250-240ｇ / 200-205ｇ / 170-180ｇ / 150BH short-150ｇ
Size
30
50
90
Price
\3.940\4.190\5.340Size
150 BH
１５０ＢＨショート
170 BＨ
Price
\6.860\6.610\7.370-

/ 100center eye-110ｇ / 50-50ｇ / 30-40ｇ
100
110
120
\5.720\6.040\6.360Ｂ：attched blade
200B
250B
ＢＨ：big head
\7.500\8.770-

ＢｉｇＭｏｕｔｈｈｐＴａｉｌ
220 200 150 130
BigMouth220hpTail￥7.240- 200￥6.470- 150￥66.10- 130￥6.480S-POPhpTail
180 160 130
S-POP1８0hpTail￥7.120- 160￥6.610- 130\6.480-

01blue kawakawa
02blue mackerel 03 blue & pink mackerel 04 blue yellow mackerel 05 orange mackerel 06pink mackerel
07green pink mackerel 08 sky blue with wing 09 black blue with wing 10 blue& pink with wing 11blue & yellow with wing
12 green & pink with wing 13 pink with wing 14 orange with wing 15 black with wing 16 red head black with wing 17 fireworks with wing
18 marble with wing 19 yellow & blue with wing 20pink & blue with wing 21 orange zebra gros with wing 22red head yellow with wing
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Mr. Duck
150 SNAKE / BIG 20 / PEN 25 / FAT 9 / NORMAL 10 / ＭＩＮＩ 5
SNAKE 150g ￥6.730FAT 9g ￥3.550NORMAL 10ｇ ￥3.690ＭＩＮＩ 5ｇ ￥2.520The characteristic of Mr. Duck GT SNAKE
Dog walk action by this lure moves to right and left rhythmically is
foundations. Furthermore, cute hips make a lot of splash which you
cannot think as a pencil. New shiny “bug blade” is charmed GT.
Since the countenance of Mr. Duck is the unique of FISHERMAN,
your joy will double when you have fished GT!
People and GT cannot but bite to the this loveliness!?
From the left of top… Mr.Duck Big20-20ｇ/Mr.Duck Pen25-25ｇ/

Mr. Duck 10ｇ ・・This lure is the top water plug which can be used with both the sea and fresh
water for smallness dolphin, smallness bonito, black bass, and smallness tuna, bass, blue
trevally etc. with the main target.
The unbalance of the unique motion which swims totteringly, and a showy splash makes the top
lure's new world.
Mr. Duck ＦＡＴ 9ｇ ・・Lovely Mr. Duck Fat of Mr. Duck's sworn brother is a little fat.
Although Mr. Duck swims totteringly and staggeringly, it makes big splash. This figure seems to
be delicious should make a captive the target seen from the bottom. It is easy to throw and a
handy size is perfect also for the trout of the management fishing spot, black bass are aimed at
with top lure.
Mr. Duck ＭＩＮＩ 5ｇ ・・Mr. Duck Mini is the popular lure of the management fishing spot.
"Although this is lovely face, it has the ability♪♪♪" as everyone wants to sing.

Mr. Duck 10ｇ ・
FAT 9ｇ ・MINI 5ｇ

A １ White A2Beige A3Yellow A4Blue A5Black A6BlackD A7RH BlackD A8RH SilverD
A9PinkD A10RH Yellow A11OrangeA A12BlueA A13PinkA A14GreenDot A15BlueDot
※D:Dainasour RH:RedHead A:three banded anemone fish
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TOKARA islands NIYON reef GT under tide.

An extract from
The fishing trip in Tokara
Islands
The serial “No.105 The little
fishing trip in the Islands in
the south sea” by Suzuki
Fumio

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

The rock of diameter about 15m is the pointed rock surface which rose steeply.
I hurt if I fall over here. The tide is whirlpool. The group of Brassy chub pass with their
mouth open and make the sound “jabu jabu” occasionally . I overlooked the
surroundings, in order to confirm a foothold first. There is a small terrace in seashore.
However, even if I cast the lure and strike fish there, the whole is not visible to me.
Then, I found that the flat place of 40cm around was in the rock upper part.
Since there is the V formed rocks on the right-hand side of the terrace of the rock a
while in order to land the fish, I thought I landed fish there. When I looked the bottom of
front tide, there was the sinked rock in the depth of water of 10m, and the place of 30m
of rights. Probably GT will be there. I t hink GT must hover in the rock top and the rock
side, anyway GT face to me, and GT is surely aiming at small fish. GT will strike, if I
pass the lure aslant in front on GT’s head. If GT strike and swim in the other side of the
rock and dive to underwater, it cut the line. That is, it is a match whether I make GT hit
and I stopped on the sinked rock first. The 1st casting, I cast S-POP120 so that the
sinked rock might be interrupted aslant. Without being confused, I do pump the lure
slowly from a distance, and I bring the lure close to the sinked rock. I aim. In the place
which I pump 5 to 6 times, the lure reached on the sinked rock. The shadow has
approached from the depth beside the sinked rock. The shadow was not confused
slowly, and take aim at the lure and pounced on it with he pretend to ignore anything
about it The shadow hurried with cunning and quiet. GT Swallow the lure with making
the sound “BAKO” and, GT try reversing. I do not overlook the opportunity of this
reversal, and I fit GT keenly.
Because GT cannot dive, he began to struggle with making the sound “BASHA!
BASHA !”. Before 1 second could be found, click sound was made from the reel.
I hold the reel down under a spool immediately, and stand a rod. The rod developed for
the shore of TOKARA is a beautiful curve. PE line cuts a wind with make the sound
“Hyu-”. Fish began to dive to the sea under straightly, without comeing out a line not
much. But he stopped suddenly at the place under which he dive 5-6m.
I can imagine that he can’t find a projection thing in the seabed.
After I turned the rod to the right and guided the head of a fish to the left, I lifted the rod to
the direction of the left. The fish begins to swim in the direction of the left as I guide it.
This was the situation as I predicted. The match of the fish and me started in the
waterway where depth of water is deep. Although the fish swims to the left and right with
confusing, the is approached shore little by little. Although if the fish alongside the quay
in the beside a right terrace, it became finally, GT moved to the left too much and GT
began to dive from there suddenly. The left-hand side of a small rock is the sinked
terrace that is the depth of water 2-3m of the width about 6m.. It does not exchange with
rod of 11ft. My calculation went wrong..I confused and was flurried, and although I try lift
GT, I could not be in time. The fish sinks in the depth under a terrace completely. It is
natural that If PE line of 50Lb also touches a rock, it was cut.. I made the line be free
immediately.
The veil of a reel was raised and I took out the line rapidly. That is, I use the current of
the tide, and I separate the line from the shore. Moreover I give the false relief to the fish,
and I make GT separate from the depth under the terrace again.
This is my tactics.I controlled quickly and drove into the place of landing. Mr. Matsumoto
pressed down the tail by hand and the master supported. It is GT about 16kg.. After 5
seconds, it began to swim in the fish to return to the first terrace.
I begin to lift to GT with applying a tension to him at a stretch.The fish was confused and
floated from himself to near the sea surface this time. When I took the photo and
released immediately, GT disappeared in the white bubble of a wave.
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ParoParo150＆90

ＧＴ・Jackal(ジャッカル)

Mr Duck

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

（パロパロ）

150 \5.690-

GT Snake130

150 150ｇ ￥6.000-

90 90ｇ ￥4.750-

140 ￥5.600-

130 130ｇ ￥6.420-

FAX0980-83-5297
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Ｓ-ＰＥＮ (Slider Pencil)

110 \7.240- 90 \5.470-

50 \4.700-

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ S-PEN
The pencil for high-speed retrieve born from the way of
thinking completely different from the conventional pencil.
It solved by repeating the slide action and an irregular dive
which used the inclination of a wave for the motion of the
pencil which tends to become linear.
■color … Common color of lure 08
■ For 1 hook （KG120．6/0）

ＢＩＧ

ＰＥＮ

＆

ＣＲＡＺＹ

ＰＥＮ

110-130ｇ/90-100ｇ/80-80ｇ/50-60ｇ 110￥7.120- 90￥5.540- 80￥4.950- 50￥4.440The characteristic of this lure is the retrieve
silhouette and big splash sound which a large-sized
body produces. If you pull slow, it will swim like
minnow, and the fish which runs about trying to
escape in first retrieve.
Since a silhouette is close to a scad in season, it is
the multirole lure which can respond also to GT and
an dogtooth tuna from Shore. The light body of
90-80-50 is popular to a beginner or a woman.
■ color … Common color of lure 08

BigMouthhpTail ＆
S-POPhpTail
While hpTail PAT (hip up Tail)
maintains a body at 30 ~ 40
degrees to a sea surface, a body
is depressed under the water
surface. The strike and the
hooking are high rate and easy to
operate rather than conventional
popper.
Furthermore, since the edge of
the mouth of this popper is Big
Mouth RIP(PT.P), the body of
this popper vibrate like the
minnow.This vibration and pop
sound lure Huge GT. The
establishment results and the
new method were included in the
body of Big Mouth and S-POP.
We assembled this Popper by
R10 version suitable for
PE10 130Lb, such as “power
salkan 540kg” and 1.6mm
stainless steel wire. The new
2004 color lured GT, because this
.
color based on the battle
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ＣＲＡＺＹ ＬＯＮＧ JIG 520ｇ 420ｇ 320ｇ 220ｇ 170ｇ 150ｇ 30ｇ 100ｇ 85ｇ

The characterintic of CRAZY LONG JIG
This jig was made from the concept "big fish is eating large food", and was completed through the repeated test. The
motion by the asymmetrical long and slender body is funky and irregular action.
However, the lightness at the time of the retrieve is very good, so that it is called by "the ultra high-speed jig" and
another name! This jig also similar to the silhouette of the Pacific saury which attracts attention as a bait fish is a
target popular all over the country in recent years. A target is from a huge dogtooth tuna, amberjack tuna to
amberjack.
Price
Size

720
520
420
320
220
170
150
130
100

240mm
240ｍｍ
240ｍｍ
240ｍｍ
215ｍｍ
195ｍｍ
185ｍｍ
180ｍｍ
175ｍｍ

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

720g
520g
420g
340g
240g
190g
150g
130ｇ
100ｇ

￥5.760\4.940\4.570\3.670\3.170\2.970\2.770￥2,420￥2.2900-

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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ＣＲＡＺＹ ＬＯＮＧＪｉｇ ６４
750ｇ￥6.230-（glow￥-6.860）
170ｇ￥2,770- 150ｇ￥2,640- 125ｇ￥2,400■ 700ｇ 300ｇ 220ｇ 170ｇ 150ｇ 125ｇ 50ｇ

300ｇ￥3.410-

220ｇ￥2,890—

■The ultra high-speed head with little resistance to water.
You can do jigging so lightly by combination of ■The eye of the large-sized U form which you are easy to put the
big reeling and a side slide that you surprise.
assistant hook.
■The ellipse form big eye with the large degree of appeal.
■Sharp rear which considered the slide
■The flat body which produces lift.
■6 to 4 body which is the center of gravity back a little from the center.
We developed the completely new jig only for assist hooks, make the most of
the strong point of a crazy long jig efficiently.
By outstanding slider action and the outstanding center of gravity are in a
01BlueSardine 02BlueMackerel 03Saury
center, it slides back and horizontally at the time of a falling. The figure is the
04GlowPink 05PinkSardine 06PinkMackerel
long fish which runs about trying to escape completely.
07Red/Gold 08GlowBlue 09Red/Gold/Black
■ LONGJig64・300ｇ ↓
LONGJig64
10MazioraBlack＆Pink A1BasicHologram

FISHERMAN

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

LONGＪｉｇ64

FISHERMAN

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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01 blue 02 pink 03 pink & grreen 04 dark blue＆ gold 05 red & gold 06 pink & yellow 07 Basic
08 Purple blue yellow
09light blue sardine 10 blue sardine 11 dark blue sardine 12 grreen sardine
13 Purple sardine 14pink sardine 15 red yellow sardine 16 majorra sardine 17 majorra & gold sardine
18 majorra purple copar sardine 19 Clera red & gold 20 pure Black 21 pure Pink 22 Orange & Yellow

size

Price

Size

Price

Size

Price

720g

￥5.600-

310g

\3.150-

150g

\2.060-

600g

\5.060-

250g

\2.820-

130g

\1.910-

500g

Undecidedness

210g

\2.660-

100g

\1.680-

400g

\3.360-

185g

\2.400-

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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ANDAMAN JIG
-

Dogtooth tuna in Andaman Islands＋ANDAMAN310ｇ

Jig for big fish!
An amberjack, Dogtooth tuna, Grouper is strike directly!!
ANDAMAN JIG was tested in the Indian Ocean Andaman Islands.
ANDAMAN JIG was developed as an object for aiming big fish.
Since the front and the rear of this jig is flat and thinly, we made
resistance of sea water the minimum. The form of thin rear is
designed for the purpose of the side slide like LONGJig64.
It is the jig of the new way of thinking which added the body of 64
jigs to the form of fish.
The tester had fished many big fish during the test. And the
potential height of ANDAMAN JIG is proved

The characteristic of ANDAMAN600・310・250
FISHERMAN and the ANDAMAN 600-310-250 were developed as the jig
only for big fish, such as Amberjack, Dogtooth tuna. A new and gentle
design produces the motion which big fish like!
Speed of the allival to the super deep zone! Lightness of jerk! It is
first-class even if it takes anything.
This jig were named ANDAMAN after Andaman Sea(the development test
sea) that extends a super big fish’ world.

Crystal WhiteJig 210ｇ ￥2.900Crystal WhiteJig 180ｇ ￥2.660Because the FISHERMAN Crystal WhiteJig is a tetrahedral
Crystal system, It throws out to the reception desk moreover some weight
balances because it is( Center of gravity is a position of 4:6 compared with length)
and the jigging swims by drawn jigging In one pitch jigging, it moves to width
narrowness right and left while rolling. The water resistance is extremely little,
and both Crystal WhiteJig 210g180g moves by a light rod action.

WhiteJIg & MARADO & AG-Pokey & SANMA & ShotGUN ＆ SAKANA Colorｓ
01 blue
02 pink 03 pink & grreen
04 dark blue＆ gold
05 red & gold
06 pink & yellow
07 Basic
08 Purple blue yellow
09light blue sardine 10 blue sardine
11 dark blue sardine 12 grreen sardine 13 Purple sardine
14pink sardine 15 red yellow sardine
16 majorra sardine 17 majorra & gold sardine
18 majorra purple copar sardine 19 Clera red & gold 20 pure Black
21 pure Pink 22 Orange & Yellow
giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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MARADO
280ｇ・185ｇ・130ｇ・110ｇ

■ 280ｇ￥2.900-・185ｇ￥2.300-・130ｇ￥1.940-・110ｇ￥1.690-

AG-Pokey240ｇ・185ｇ・150ｇAG-Pokey 240ｇ ￥2.760- AG-Pokey 185ｇ ￥2.400- AG-Pokey 150ｇ ￥2.160-

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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SANMAJig 200ｇ・150ｇ■

200ｇ￥2.650-・150ｇ￥2.190-・-

ShotGUN 300ｇ 220ｇ 170ｇ

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

ShotGUN300ｇ ￥3.150-ShotGUN220ｇ ￥2.420-ShotGUN170ｇ ￥2.180-

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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Metal Jig ＆ Hybrid Jig
■

MetalJIG IWASI115g MetalJIG ￥4.300- MIZUO150ｇ ￥5.390- MetalJIG OONAGO150ｇ ￥4.950Hybird Jig IWASI110g \10.800Hybird Jig OONAGO130ｇ ￥12.600-

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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ＳＡＫＡＮＡＪｉｇ
１00ｇ￥2.040- ・ 150ｇ￥2.410- ・ 200ｇ￥2,790－
SAKANA JIG can be used as reversible
(front eye and rear eye).
Please connect a ShockLeader to the front at the time
of use by reverse of SAKANA JIG.

01NavySardineH
02BlueSardineH
03PinkSardineH
04Red/GoldH
05AllPinkH
06AllBlueH 07GlowPink

●It is suitable for capture of the quick tide or deep point or! ●It is the secret arms of a yellowtail!
●Please use for the capture of tuna with super-long cast at the time of an adverse wind by all means!
The characteristic of SAKANA JIG
SAKANA JIG was designed like small fish, such as a sardine and a small horse mackerel.
The colors are the scale hologram + sardine & all paint color, glow, and all color is battle mode!
The reverse V cuts with the sharp back, the center eye, and the body with width realized vibration little by little with little
influence weight. SAKANA JIG is a small and heavy dynamite!
At the time of casting, Bluefin tuna etc. can be used as reverse by connecting the line to the front eye. 200g of the new
world of a vibration jig is opened.
SAKANA

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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ＬＯＮＧ

JIG 64・750ｇ
ＬＯＮＧＪｉｇ64・750ｇ
Scarlet snapper
which is the food
of Dogtooth tuna
or Amberjack
pounced on the
40cm huge jig with the depth of water of
130m of the sea of a rapid stream.
Suzuki shouted
involuntarily,
"Who is bait!"
The sea of Bali is
violently dynamic
so.
Bali Island
fishing trip

■ Scarlet snapper of 15ｋｇ with LONG JIG 64・750ｇ
ＬｏｎｇJig64 750ｇ￥6.860-

ＬＯＮＧＪｉｇ64・40ｃｍ750ｇ

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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ＭＫ１Jig

FISHERMAN MK１ JIG
MK１ JIG

110ｇ・90ｇ・105ｇBD

MKJig series was made by advice of the glate captain
K of Matsuyama.
This jig is a side slide and influence is light with the thin
shape body. This jig. is only for the blue color fish such
as Yellowtail, Amberjack, etc. Since MK1 jig is a thin
body, its movement toward right and left is tricky!!
Resistance of water was made into the minimum with
the wing edge in front and in the rear, and it was
compatible in the lightness of a side slide and influence.

FISHERMAN

ＭＫ２Jig

110ｇ・90ｇ・105ｇBD

01Pink Sardine 02Blue Sardine 03Pink/Green Sardine 04Black/Gold
05Black/Green 06Red/Gold 07All Pink 08Green Sardine

FISHERMAN MK2 JIG
MK2 JIG
This jig is a side slide and influence is light with the
thin shape body. This jig. is only for the blue color
fish such as Yellowtail, Amberjack, etc.
The square multi-plane object and the thin body of
MK2 jig double glitter of light, and MK2 jig charms the
blue color fish.
The knife edge of a thin body induces the movement
toward right and left trickily!! Resistance of water
was made into the minimum with the wing edge in
front and in the rear, and it was compatible in the
lightness of a side slide and influence.

ＭＫ1・110ｇ￥1,630ＭＫ・105BD￥1,630ＭＫ1・90ｇ￥1,500ＭＫ2・110ｇ￥1,630ＭＫ2・90ｇ￥1,500-

giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp

FAX0980-83-5297

TEL0980-83-5318
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English 2022/04
279Arakawa Ishigaki-city Okinawa JAPAN
TEL +81-980-83-5318 FAX +81-980-83-5297
e-mail giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp
hp http://www.fisherman.ne.jp
■
■
■
■

Since it may change the standard. And the specification without a preliminary announcement , please understand.
Goods colors may differ somewhat on the character of printing ink.
The consumption tax is not included in the prices of goods.
Forbid an unapproved copy.
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